ENGLISH
Unit

2

The world around us

Objectives:
At the end of the unit you will be able to:
Understand oral and written vocabulary related to fashion, working
trends, types of housing, entertainment, holidays, festivals, science,
and technology by listening to classmates, teacher and authentic
audio material and reading texts.
Produce spoken and written discourse related to fashion, working
trends, types of housing, entertainment, holidays, festivals, science,
and technology by using concrete vocabulary and functions.
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Unit guidelines
In this unit you will study comparative and superlative adjectives and learn to differentiate between count nouns and
mass nouns. You will study vocabulary related to housing, the natural environment, technology, fashion, and holidays.
You will practice arranging historical events in chronological order, summarizing information and learning the
meaning of new words through context.

Introduction: Hands on!
The project in this unit focuses on the ways that different countries are connected through migration, transportation,
trade, and technology. You will also consider cultural differences by taking a close look at certain holidays and festivals
in other parts of the world.
The project for this unit is called “Global connections”. For this project you will write an essay about a foreign country
focusing on one or more of the topics covered in this unit. In your essay, you will discuss the connections between the
country you are researching and the rest of the world.
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Lesson 1

Unit Two

Getting started!

How has migration changed
our world?

How has migration influenced culture?

What factors influence the movement of people?
What is the effect of changing demographics?
What is the passive voice?

Achievement indicators
I can differentiate between dictionary meaning and implied meaning
of words.

I can use appropriate language and organizational skills to make an
oral presentation about a chosen country.

Conversation and more
Listen to and read conversation below. The words in bold
are defined in the vocabulary list on the next page.
A:
B:
A:
B:

A:
B:

A:
B:

Hi, Tracey, how did your interview go today?
It went well. I think they’re going to offer me
the job.
That’s great, what kind of job is it?
Well, they need a receptionist who can speak both
English and Spanish. The pay is pretty good and
the company provides benefits like healthcare
and retirement.
That sounds great. Are you going to accept?
I’m not sure. The problem is that the job is from
9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. I would have to put my
daughters in a daycare center in the afternoons and
I don’t want to do that.
I know what you mean. If I didn’t have my mom to
help me with my kids, I don’t know what I
would do.
We definitely could use the extra income. I just
don’t know if I should leave the girls in a
daycare center.

A:
B:

Where is this place you would be working?
The job is in San Marcos. It would be a long
commute. That is another reason I am hesitant
about accepting the job.

Activity

1

Answer the questions about the previous conversation using
complete sentences.
Does Tracey think that she will be offered the job?
2. Why doesn’t Tracey want to work in the afternoons?
3. What kinds of benefits does the company provide?
4. Does Tracey live close to the company that wants to
hire her as a receptionist?
1.
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UNIT 2
Enrich your vocabulary
What for?

Study the following list of vocabulary words.
daycare center: A daycare center is a place where you
can leave children to be cared for during the day.
commute: A commute is the trip from your home to
your job.
income: Your income is the money you earn from work.
under-the-table: People who work under-the-table are
paid in cash. They are part of the informal economy.
healthcare:To have health care means that you can
count on having access to doctors and medicine
when necessary.
retirement: Older people who no longer work are in
their retirement.
training: Training is education in specialized skills,
techniques, etc.

2

Being paid under-the-table is not as good as
it sounds. You might not have taxes taken out
of your pay, but you also won’t receive any
sort of health care or retirement through your
employer. Workers paid under-the-table do not
sign a contract and are not given a record of their
employment. For this reason, they can risk not
being paid by their employer. Also, being paid
under-the-table is often illegal because it is seen as
a form of tax evasion.

Activity

Complete the following sentences using the vocabulary words above.

4.

If you’re paid __ then you won’t pay taxes but
you are not contributing toward health care or
retirement either.

1.

Everyone should have some form of __.

2.

You should save some money while you’re young
for your __.

5.

Those people who live close to their work have a
very short __.

3.

The money you earn at work is your ___.

6.

Kids cab be left in a __ when both parents have to work.

Glossary:
Tax: the money that the government takes from your paycheck.
Tax evasion: avoid paying your taxes.
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UNIT 2
Language in use
Use of the passive voice
In the passive voice, the subject receives the action.
The passive voice draws attention to the person or thing that receives the action. Study the examples below.

Simple past
Continuous past
Perfect past
Example:		

		

Passive voice:

		

Example:		
Passive voice:

Subject
He
He
He

Passive voice (in the past tense)
“Be”
Main verb (past participle)
was
helped
was being
helped
had been
helped

Walter took my hat. (The subject, 		
Walter, creates the action.)
My hat was taken by Walter. (The 		
subject, my hat, receives the action.)
The nurse helped him.
He was helped by the nurse.

Passive voice:

Jack was watching the baby at the beach.
The baby was being watched by Jack at
the beach.

1.
3.
4.
5.

Activity

The following sentences are in the active voice. Rewrite these
sentences in the passive voice. Remember that you will need to
include the verb “be”.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

You should have brought your invitation to
the party.
People had seen a lot of plays at the old theater.
Nobody knew the way to get there.
All of us ate the soup.
Shelagh had already seen the house.

4

Decide if the following sentences are or are not in the
passive voice. Remember that in the passive voice, the
subject receives the action.

6.

3

Object (optional)
the nurse.
the nurse.
the nurse.

Activity

2.
Example:		

By
by
by
by

I ate so much dessert I got sick.
I was sickened by so much dessert.
The chickens were cooked by the chef.
I drove everybody home.
He took a shower after spraying herbicide.
They were given clean clothes.

Activity

5

Complete the following sentences with the past participle
of the verb in parenthesis. Notice that these sentences are in
the passive voice because the subject at the beginning of the
sentence receives the action.
Some cars have _(crash)_ in this intersection.
2. I was _(surprise)_ by the ending of the movie.
3. The kids were being _(watch)_ by their mothers.
4. The new movie was _(play)_ at the theater all last
week.
1.
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Time to read

6

Activity
Answer the following questions about the passage.
1.

Imperio Ottoman
1683

2.

3.

4.

Read the following passage. Look up any new words in
a dictionary.
Both Elias Antonio Saca, president of El Salvador
from 2004 until 2009, and his main opponent in the
2004 elections, Schafik Handal, are the descendants
of Palestinian immigrants. In Central America, most
Palestinian families that arrived were Orthodox
Christians, many of them from the town of Bethlehem.
In his book, A Century of Palestinian Immigration into
Central America, Roberto Marín-Guzmán writes that the
largest Palestinian immigration into El Salvador occurred
during the period between 1910 and 1925. During this
period, the Ottoman Empire broke up. Constantinople,
the heart of the empire, became the capital of the
Republic of Turkey, which was established in 1923. In
1930, the name of city was changed from Constantinople
to Istanbul.
When the first Palestinian immigrants arrived in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Ottoman
Empire still existed and included what is now Israel and
the Palestinian Territories. Because the Palestinians
arrived in Central America with Ottoman passports,
many people misidentified them as Turks. Although
incorrect, many Salvadorans continue to refer to
Palestinians as Turks even today.

5.

6.

What was the religion of majority of Palestinians that
immigrated to El Salvador?
According to the writer Roberto Marín-Guzmán,
during which years did the largest number of
Palestinian immigrants enter El Salvador?
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
Palestinian towns such as Bethleham were territory
controlled by what government?
Why do you hear the term “Turk” occasionally
used to refer to Palestinian Salvadorans? Is this
term correct?
The capital city of the Ottoman Empire was
Constantinople. What is that city known
as today?
Which of the following sentences from the reading
uses the passive voice?
A. In Central America, most Palestinian families
that arrived were Orthodox Christians, many
of them from the town of Bethlehem.
B. Although incorrect, many Salvadorans
continue to refer to Palestinians as Turks
even today.
C. The name of city was changed from
Constantinople to Istanbul in 1930.
D. In his book, Roberto Marín-Guzmán writes
that the largest Palestinian immigration into
El Salvador occurred during the period
between 1910 and 1925.
Bratislava
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Glossary:
Immigration: the flow of people into a country.
Emigration: is the flow of people out of a country.
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7

Activity

Activity

The following sentences describing the importance of the
potato in the Great Irish Famine are out of order. Put the
following sentences in the correct order to form a paragraph.
__
__

__
__

__

It eventually became an important crop and a large
part of the diet in many countries including Ireland.
As a result of the famine, the Population of Ireland
declined almost 25%. The period from 1845 to
1850 is remembered as a time of disease, starvation,
and emigration
The potato, originally from South America, was
introduced to Europe in 1536.
The majority of emigrants traveled to England,
Scotland, the United States, Canada, and Australia.
These countries continue to have significant Irish
populations even today.
During the 1840s, a disease destroyed much of
the potato crop in Ireland which began what is
remembered as the Great Irish Famine.

8

Listen to the following passage about immigrant
experiences in Italy by Sylvia Poggioli, and then fill in
the missing words.
Italy now has an estimated 4 million to 5 million _(1)_
- about 7 percent of the _(2)_. Surveys show that
among Europeans, Italians are the most suspicious
about immigrants. A _(3)_ believes they have too many
_(4)_ and that many of them should be _(5)_. And
most Italians say that immigration has brought only
crime. Xenophobia is _(6)_ in the North, where most
immigrants have regular jobs.

Activity

9

Decide whether the following statements are true or false.
According to surveys, Italians feel the same way
about immigrants as other Europeans.
2. People who are xenophobic like foreigners.
3. In northern Italy, most immigrants have
regular jobs.
4. Immigrants make about 7 percent of the
Italian population.
1.

What for?
Throughout history, there have always been places
and times that were very tolerant of different races,
religions, cultures, etc. There have also been places
and times where one group tries to isolate itself or
impose its religious or cultural values on another.
The modern world is no exception.

Glossary:
Xenophobia: a fear or hatred of foreigners or people who are different.
Survey: a study of people’s attitudes, opinions, habits, etc.

Auction: the sale of items to the highest bidder.
Suspicious: doubting the quality or good intentions of people or things.
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Conversation and more
From what you are saying I get a sense that these
are beautiful places to live. You can see a lot of love
in these paintings. I see here a mother holding her
child. The colors are very warm.
B: In a lot of them, I try to include the downtown
skyline to show the hierarchies. It’s far away. But
closer there are kids playing in the street and adults
walking or watching their kids. It’s all simplified.
My work has been getting more and more
simplified.

Listen to and read the following conversation. Then
practice it by reading it out loud.
José Ramírez is a painter living in Sereno, Los Angeles.
The excerpt below is of an interview with Roberto Flores
of In Motion magazine.

A:

Activity

10

Answer the following questions about the conversation using
complete sentences
1.
2.
3.

4.

In your early work, you used Aztec motifs as a
background. How has your work evolved so that
now you are not using those motifs as much, José?
B: My work has evolved, it has branched out. Those
motifs might be there in a more subtle way. In
some images it’s more direct.
A: I see in your work different themes. In some
paintings you see the family theme. You also have
these urban settings that I call “barrioscapes”.
When you are painting the “barrioscapes”, what
motivates you?
B: Different things. Sometimes it’s a specific place
that I go to a lot, or a place that was part of me
growing up. Other times, I want to show places
that may be presented in a negative light by the
media. I want to show the people in them, the
colors in them, and the connections with other
places.
A:

Glossary:
Hierarchies: the different levels or ranks such as in the church or the military.
Excerpt: a piece that is taken out of something larger.
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5.

What is José Ramírez known for?
What does Roberto Flores refer to when he
says “barrioscapes”?
Based on the interview, how would you describe
paintings by José Ramírez? Are they dark and
troubled, are they bright and cheerful? Summarize
his work in your own words.
How has Jose’s work been changing?
How does Roberto Flores describe the colors in
the paintings?

Hands on! 2A
Every country deals with immigration issues. A
country that receives many new immigrants can
face certain challenges and also benefits. The same
is true for countries experiencing emigration.
Some countries are very open to immigrants, and
they may try to attract skilled workers from foreign
countries and offer them help in the legalization
process. In other countries, immigrants report
experiencing a lot of racism or may face special
difficulties in finding work or getting an education.
For the first part of this project, you will research
one country dealing with immigration issues
and prepare a brief oral presentation. Gather
information from newspaper and magazine
articles and search the internet.
Motif: a theme or idea and is a term is used in art, music, or literature.

UNIT 2

Don’t forget!

Activity

12

The subject is found in the beginning of a sentence.
When the main verb acts on the subject, the sentence
is said to be passive because the subject receives the
action.
A sentence not in the passive voice: 		
The dog walked with his owner.

Write questions based on the statements below using the given
words. Follow the examples.

Passive voice: 					

		

The dog was walked by his owner.

Example:

Workers were hired by the company.

Answer:

How many workers were hired by
the company?
The house was cleaned. (when)
When was the house cleaned?

		

Example:
Answer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

(how many)

We have been stopped by the police. (why)
He was asked to go home. (what time)
They were seen walking home. (when)
My idea was copied. (why)
The work was finished. (after how many days)

Lesson core

11

Activity

Change the following sentences from the active to the passive
voice. Follow the example.

Example:
Answer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

They put my house up for auction.
My house was put up for auction.

In this lesson you have studied the passive
voice and the relationship between the subject
of a sentence and the main verb. You have
also studied texts and audio materials related
to immigration and emigration in different
countries throughout the world and had an
opportunity to give an oral presentation about
how these issues have affected a chosen country.
Vocabulary in this lesson has been related to
feelings about immigration and work life.

They told me to get a work permit.
They have sold all of the tickets.
They spent all of the money on computer equipment.
They expect us to arrive on time.
They have shown you the training video.
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Self evaluation
Choose the letter or letters that best answer each question or statement.

2

Which of the following sentences is in the
passive voice?
a) Her bike was stolen by the thief.
b) I work at a factory.
c) The song was heard from far away.
d) I listen to a lot of music.

3

Living far from your job will result in __.
a) poor health care
b) a feel-good atmosphere
c) a better income
d) a long commute

4

Emigration is
a) the movement of people out of
a country
b) the movement of people into
a country
c) a rite of passage for Italians
d) an Irish blessing

1. a			

Identify the subject in the following
sentence: All of us are going to have to
spend more time preparing for the test.
a) all of us
b) are going to have to
c) spend more time
d) preparing for the test

Answers:

1

2. a, c 			

3. d			

4. a

A CHANGING POPULATION
Since 2000, Hispanics have accounted for more
than half of the overall population growth in the
United States. Latino population growth since
2000 has been more a result of the natural
increase of the existing population than a result
of new immigration.
Latino immigrants have a higher fertility rate than
other racial groups. It is estimated that the Latino
population, already the nation’s largest minority
group, will triple in size from 2005 through 2050.
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Unit Two

What are they celebrating?
Getting started!

How are holidays celebrated in other countries?
During which holidays do people feel most obligated to spend money?
What is a World Heritage site?
What is special about Joya de Cerén?

Achievement indicators
I can contrast and compare customs and traditions of countries
around the world with grammatical accuracy and coherence.

I can write short paragraphs on people’s culture with respectful
language and correct use of vocabulary.
I can ask for and provide basic information on a country’s main
festivities with adequate vocabulary and grammatical accuracy.

Conversation and more
Listen to and read the conversation below. Look up any
new words in a dictionary.
A:
B:
A:
B:

A:
B:

A:

What do you remember most about when you
lived in Spain?
I remember the year we went to see Las Fallas.
What is that?
It is a festival in Valencia, Spain. Valencia is a pretty,
little city on the Mediterranean coast. Every year to
prepare for the Fallas festival, people spend months
making statues out of papier-mache and wood. On
the last day of the festival the statues are set
on fire.
What? Why do they set them on fire?
They set them on fire on March 19th in honor
of Saint Joseph, the patron saint of carpenters. I
remember that we stayed up really late and that the
fires were very big. The statues were beautiful. A lot
of them made fun of famous people and politicians.
I would like to see that someday.

Glossary:
Papier mache: a mixture of wet paper and adhesive that is mostly used in
artistic projects.

Activity

1

Answer the following questions using complete sentences.
What is special about the date March 19th?
2. Does this festival remind you of any annual
festivals here in El Salvador?
3. Write one paragraph describing a specials festival
or tradition from your home town.
1.

Annual: an event happens every year.
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Enrich your vocabulary

3.

The following are important holidays in many English
speaking countries. Which ones are you familiar with?

This holiday celebrates the birth of Jesus of Nazareth
and corresponds approximately to the winter solstice.

Thanksgiving
Halloween
Valentine’s Day
Saint Patrick’s Day
Christmas
Mother’s Day

2

Activity

Identify the holiday or celebration shown in each of the
following photos. Read the caption above each photo for clues.
1.

This ancient, pagan holiday happens every year on
October 31st and corresponds with the end of the
harvest season.

Activity

3

Answer the following questions with your own information.
In your home, what is the most important holiday
of the year? How is the most important holiday of
the year celebrated in your home?
2. Some holidays such as Christmas, Mother’s Day,
or Valentine’s Day support many businesses that
sell holiday products. Do you view traditions like
buying cards or gifts as a necessary part of
the holidays?
3. Name a Salvadoran holiday or festive tradition and
describe how it is celebrated.
1.

2.

This saint is said to have used the shamrock, a plant
with three leaves, to explain the holy trinity to the
pre-Christian Irish. In modern times, this holiday
is celebrated with Irish food and drinks and the
color green.
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Don’t forget!
The literal meaning of a word is its explicit, dictionary
definition. The connotative or figurative meaning of a
word refers to associations or secondary definitions.
For example, to be “dumb” means unable to speak. This
is its primary definition. In informal speech, it is common
to hear someone who is able to speak be referred to as
“dumb”. In this case, the speaker is using the word dumb
to indicate “stupid” which is a connotative definition of
the word dumb.

UNIT 2
Time to read
Read the following passage. Look up any new words in a
dictionary.
The United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural

Activity

Decide whether the following statements are true or false.
1.

2.

3.
4.

Organization (UNESCO) works to protect and
preserve properties of natural and cultural value. The list
of UNESCO World Heritage sites includes over eight
hundred places around the world. El Salvador has one
UNESCO World Heritage site called Joya de Cerén. The
two following passages can be found on the
UNESCO website:
“Heritage is our legacy from the past, what we live with
today, and what we pass on to future generations. Our
cultural and natural heritages are both irreplaceable
sources of life and inspiration. Places as unique and
diverse as the wilds of East Africa’s Serengeti, the
Pyramids of Egypt, the Great Barrier Reef in Australia
and the Baroque cathedrals of Latin America make up
our world’s heritage. What makes the concept of World
Heritage exceptional is its universal application. World
Heritage sites belong to all the peoples of the world.”
“Joya de Cerén was a pre-Hispanic farming community
that, like Pompeii in Italy, was buried under an eruption
of the Laguna Caldera Volcano c. AD 600. Because of
the exceptional condition of the remains, they provide
an insight into the daily lives of the Central American
populations who worked the land at that time.”

Glossary:
Insight: an opportunity to learn about something.
Legacy: an important contribution that someone is remembered for.

4

5.

According to the UNESCO website, Joya
de Cerén is comparable to the buried city of
Pompeii, Italy.
It is difficult to learn anything about the daily
lives of the people who lived at Joya de Cerén
because the place was covered in ash.
World Heritage sites can be both natural and
man-made.
Because it is recognized as a World Heritage site,
UNESCO will work to protect and preserve Joya
de Cerén.
Now that Joya de Cerén belongs to the United
Nations, Salvadorans are not allowed in
any more.

Hands on! 2B
Choose a special occasion or holiday, and research
the way it is celebrated in another part of the world.
Write two to three paragraphs about the tradition
and cultural importance of this celebration. In
your writing, try to answer the following question:
How does this celebration provide an insight into
the culture of the country you are writing about?

Pass on: a two word verb that means to give to someone else
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Determine the sequence of events by
using “when” and “while”
An action that was happening in the past continuous is
interrupted by an action that happened in the simple past.

Activity

Make a complete sentence out of each pair of phrases by
adding the word “while”. Decide if “while” should go before the
first or the second phrase. Follow the example below.

Use “When” with the simple past: When you called.....
Use “While” with the past continuous: While I was shoppinng...

Example:

Examples:

Answer:

I was shopping when you called.
(When with simple past.)
You called while I was shopping.
(While with past continuous.)

		
		

1.
2.
3.
4.

5

Activity

5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

___ I got home, everybody was watching TV.
When
They left ___ the band was still playing.
While

We were walking home ___ we saw Jaime.
___ I was driving, my cell phone rang.
The couple arrived ___ we were eating.
___ we got to the theater, it was raining.
She was watching TV ___ the power went out.
She called me ___ I was reading.
___ I turned fifteen, we were living in Olocuilta.

Activity

7

The following sentences contain two events or actions. Identify
the event or action that was happening first. Follow the
example below.

Example:
		

Answer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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we watched a lot of TV/ I was at 		
Dad’s house.
We watched a lot of TV while I was at
Dad’s house.

Jim was exercising / he had a heart attack
I found your watch / I was cleaning the house
We felt an earthquake / we were waiting in line at
the post office
I learned a lot about kids/ I was working at
the orphanage
You were taking a shower/ your mom called

Fill in the blanks using “when” or “while”. Follow the
examples below.

Example:
Answer:
Example:
Answer:

6

We entered the church while the priest
was giving mass.
the priest was giving mass

While we were waiting for the bus, I began talking
to Alba.
I went to the store while I was in town.
It was raining when I heard someone enter the house.
When I found the puppy, we were taking a walk.
Roger was driving on the highway when he saw 		
the accident.
You came while we were leaving the house.

UNIT 2

Time to read
Listen to and read the following passage. Look up any
new words in a dictionary.
Every year on the Fourth of July Americans celebrate
Independence Day. This is a day when many families
get together to have an outdoor barbeque. At a typical
barbeque, kids will be outside playing while the food
is being prepared. July is one of the hottest months in
the United States. When it isn’t raining, many people
celebrate the Fourth of July near a pool, a river, or at the
beach. In the evening, many people go to public parks
where they sit on blankets and snack while watching a
fireworks show.
The Fourth of July has been celebrated ever since 1776.
It is the day when the Declaration of Independence was
adopted. The Declaration of Independence was adopted in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania while British soldiers were fighting
the American militias. With this document, the American
colonies declared independence from Great Britain.

8

Activity

Activity

9

How is Independence Day celebrated in El Salvador? Write
one paragraph explaining when Independence Day is
celebrated.

Activity

10

Listen to the following paragraph and fill in the blanks
with “when” and “while”. Pay close attention to how
these words clarify the sequence of events.
Two years ago my dad had an accident. My brother and
I were on our way home from school _(1)_ we heard
about it. That morning, _(2)_ he was fixing the roof
of our house, my dad slipped and fell. My mom was
cleaning the house _(3)_ she heard him fall. The amazing
thing is that he didn’t get seriously hurt. Now I always stay
home to help my dad _(4)_ he is working on the house.

Answer the following questions about the Fourth of July in the
United States.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

When is Independence Day celebrated in the
United States?
What is the weather like in the United States in July?
What do many people do on the Fourth of July
while they are watching the fireworks show?
Who were the American Militias fighting while the
Declaration of Independence was being adopted in
Philadelphia?
Who did the American colonies declare
independence from in 1776?

What for?
Why are there so many ways to spell words with
similar sounds in English?
The English language has been influenced by
many different languages. Many of the most
common words come from Old English, which is
a Germanic language. In the year 1066, England
was invaded by the Normans from the area of
Northern France. They brought with them their
language which was derived from Latin. Other
influences on English include Norse, the language
of the Vikings, as well as Greek and Arabic.

Don’t forget!
An action in the simple past interrupts an action in the
past continuous.
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Conversation and more
The word “must” is commonly used to refer to a necessity
but in the following conversations “must” is used to
indicate a conclusion. Listen to and read the following
short conversations. Look up any new words in 		
a dictionary.

Conversation 1
A:
B:
A:
B:

A:

Is your brother going to see the band play in the
park tonight, Alex?
No, he says he’s going to stay home.
But your brother always goes out. He must have
work to do.
No, he says that he’s already heard this band before
and wants to watch a movie instead. I don’t know
anyone who is going to watch the band
play tonight.
It must not be a very good band.

Activity

Choose the answer that best answers each question based on
the previous conversations.
1.

Why does Mark say that Alex’s brother “must have
work to do”?
A. He is probably staying home because he has work
to do.
B. Alex’s brother must work to earn a living.
C. If he always goes out, he probably doesn’t 		
work much.

2.

Why does Mark say, “It must not be a very good band”?
A. The band doesn’t need to be good.
B. Mark has absolute certainty that the band is not
good because nobody is going to hear it play.
C. Maybe nobody wants to hear the band because
it’s not very good.

3.

How many customers entered the store in the
morning according to María?
A. less than fifty
B. probably more than fifty
C. exactly fifty

4.

Why does María think that so many customers
came in today?
A. It was a nice day.
B. So many customers came in because newspapers
were on sale.
C. The advertisement about the T-shirt sale was 		
published in the newspaper, and it looked good.

Conversation 2
A:

I’m glad that you’re here, Daysi. Over fifty customers

must have come in to the store this morning.

I can see that you’ve been busy. Did you see that
they published the advertisement in the newspaper
this morning about our T-shirt sale?
A: Yes I did see the ad. I thought it looked good. That
must be why so many people have come in today.
B:

11

Activity

In the following passages, one sentence is in italics. Rewrite the
sentence in italics using the word “must”.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I called her six times. I think her cell phone is turned off.
We watch too much television. My TV is probably on
at least six hours a day.
It looks like Frank has lost weight. He is probably on a
diet.
After an hour in the oven, the cake is not cooked.
Maybe the oven isn’t hot enough.
They say that the waves at this beach are big. Maybe
it is dangerous to swim here.
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13

Activity

Listen to the following paragraph and fill in the blanks
with “when” or “while”. Remember to use “when” for 		
actions that happen at a specific time and “while” for
actions that happen over time.

Activity

15

How do you celebrate December 31st in your home? Write a
short paragraph describing how you and your family celebrate
this holiday. Make sure that you include any special traditions or
foods that are related to the New Years celebration.

We were on our way to the beach _(1)_ we realized
that we had forgotten the sandwiches. I didn’t read at all
_(2)_ we were on the bus. _(3)_ we were at the beach,
we decided to rent bikes. We were riding for only a few
minutes _(4)_ Jimmy fell off his bike. It was a bad fall and
Jimmy needed to see a doctor. _(5)_ we arrived at the
hospital, Jimmy was still bleeding. The doctor ordered an
x-ray of Jimmy’s left arm. _(6)_ waiting for the results of
the x-ray, we had lunch in a cafeteria next to the hospital.
_(7)_ we went back for the results, the doctor told us
that Jimmy’s arm was broken, and he needed a cast.

14

Activity

In the following sentences, one action is happening when it
is interrupted by another action. Rewrite the sentences using
“while” instead of “when” or vice versa. The order of the clauses
may vary from that found in the answer key.

Example:
		

Answer:
		

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

He was going to the birthday party 		
when his car broke down.
Marco’s car broke down while he was
going to the party.

When we arrived, Marco was calling the tow truck.
I was waiting in line to pay the electric bill when I
saw Sarah.
When you called, I was at the bus stop.
While everyone was working, the boss came in to
speak with us.
I got my first job while I was in high school.
While we were leaving, it began to rain.

Lesson core
In this lesson you have contrasted the use of the
words “when” and “while” and practiced using
“must” to express a logical conclusion. You have
researched the ways in which celebrations are
held in El Salvador and in other parts of the
world and learned vocabulary related to the
preservation of natural and cultural heritage sites.
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UNIT 2

Self evaluation
Choose the letter or letters that best answer each question or statement.

3

In which of the following examples does
“must” refer to a conclusion?
a) We must get up early because the 		
bus leaves at 6:00 a.m.
b) My doctor must be busy.
c) I don’t understand why we must fill 		
out so much paperwork.
d) You must go talk to your coworkers
about this.

4

UNESCO World Heritage sites are for
___.
a) scientific experts
b) people from the United Nations
c) all the peoples of the world
d) the people of the country in which 		
they are found

2. b, c			

Answers:

2

Which of the following holidays are
celebrated in English speaking countries?
a) Day of the Cross
b) Thanksgiving
c) St. Patrick’s Day
d) Fiestas Agostinas

1. a, d			

1

Use “while” when speaking about ___.
a) an action that is or was ongoing
b) an action that happened in a 		
specific moment
c) two actions that happened at 		
different times
d) two actions that happened at the 		
same time

3. b			

4. c

THE LUNAR NEW YEAR
Western countries like El Salvador use the
Gregorian calendar. However, in China the
beginning of the year always falls on a new
moon. This is known as the Lunar New Year. The
Chinese New Year can begin anywhere between
January 21st and February 20th.
Chinese people prepare for the New Year by
cleaning their house the day before to sweep
away bad luck. New Year’s Day is celebrated with
a family dinner.
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Lesson 3

Unit Two

Where does that come from?
Getting started!

Has there been a global recession in the past?
How are different countries connected
through trade?
Where do the products we buy come from?
How would you describe your style?

Achievement indicators
I can find information about historical events when listening to
recorded materials.

I can provide relevant details on natural environmental features with
grammatical accuracy.
I can write sentences contrasting and comparing facts with
grammatical accuracy.

Conversation and more
Listen to and read the conversation below. Look up any
new words in a dictionary.
I am trying to decide if I should wear a long dress
or a short dress to the wedding.
B: I’m going to wear a long dress since the wedding
will be in the evening.
A: I have one brown dress but I think that it is sort of
old-fashioned and not a good color for a wedding.
B: I wouldn’t worry about it. Everybody will be
looking at the bride. But if you want, I can
introduce you to the seamstress who made my
dress. She does very good work. She can also help
you pick out a good color.
A: That would be great. When can we go see her?
A:

Activity

1

Answer the following questions about the conversation using
complete sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What event are Sonia and Janet planning for?
What’s the problem with Sonia’s brown dress?
Why does Janet think that Sonia shouldn’t worry
about her dress?
What kind of professional does Janet think can
help Sonia?
Will Sonia wear her brown dress after all?

Glossary:
Seamstress: a woman who sews.
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Enrich your vocabulary

Time to read

Study the following words that are related to economics.

Read the short description of the Great Depression in the
United States. Look up any new words in a dictionary.

stock market: In Spanish bolsa de valores, the stock
market determines what publicly traded businesses
are worth.
depression: A depression is a severe economic
recession. A depression can also be a state of
sadness.
crash: A crash is a sudden explosion or fall. Crash
can also be a verb.
chat: A chat is a talk.
debt: Debt is what you owe to another person,
bank, etc.
fail: To fail is to decline or to be unable to continue.
unemployed: Those people who do not have a job
are unemployed.

2

Activity

Complete the following sentences using the vocabulary above.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

An economic recession is a period when an
economy weakens. A __ is like a recession only
much worse.
The plane caught fire and __.
When a business goes bankrupt, it __.
When people lose their jobs, they are __.
The __ is where people buy and sell shares
in companies.
When you owe money, you are in __.

In human history, there have been periods of economic
growth where employment is available, jobs are created,
and times are good. There have also been periods where
work is hard to find, businesses fail, and people suffer.
In our modern world, every country on the planet is
interconnected. What happens on one side of the planet
affects people thousands of miles away. The first global
economic recession happened in the early twentieth
century. It is known as the “Great Depression”.
Listen to a short description of the Great Depression in
the United States.

Activity

3

Answer the following questions about the previous passage.
In what year did the New York stock market crash,
leading to the Great Depression?
2. In the United States, which president was elected in
the middle of the Great Depression?
3. How did this new president in the United States
connect with ordinary Americans?
4. What major event is thought to have helped end the
Great Depression in the United States?
1.
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Language in use
Relative clauses with the pronouns
“who”, “that”, and “which”
A.

When talking about people, use the relative
pronouns “who” or “that”.

Activity

4

Fill in the blanks using “who” or “that” and the correct form of
the verb in parenthesis. Look at the example below.

Example:
		

Answer:
		

Please bring the books on 		
the table. (be)
Please bring the books that are on
the table.

I have a cat __ all day. (sleep)
2. Dress shoes __ high heels make my feet hurt.

1.

(have)

In San Sebastián there are people __ hand-made
textiles. (make)
4. My grandfather wears a lot of hats __ old
fashioned. (be)
5. The professor __ history was very intelligent.
3.

I hired a carpenter
B.

Example
who
will build our shelves.
that

(teach)

6.

Here is a catalogue __ the latest fashions and
trends. (show)

When talking about things, use the relative
pronouns “that” or “which”.

Activity

5

Fill in the blanks using “who”, “that”, or “which” and the
correct form of the verb in parenthesis, and then complete
the sentence.

Example:

		

He has a tool

Example
that
can cut through metal.
which

Remember that the verb must agree with the subject.

Examples:
A person who smokes has a high risk of lung
cancer. (one person smokes/has)
2. People who smoke have a high risk of lung cancer.
1.

(many people smoke/have)

Answer:

		
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Managers _(treat)_ their employees
with respect __.
Managers who treat their employees
with respect get better results.

People _(eat)_ a high fat diet should __.
Shoppers _(look)_ for sales __.
__ are clothes _(do not go)_ out of style.
The Andes is a mountain range _(be)_
located __.
At the beach there is a cave _(have)_ a lot of __.
Tourists _(visit)_ national parks __.
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Enrich your vocabulary
Activity

Study the following list of words that are related to
nature. Have you seen any of these in El Salvador?
water fall: a place where a river drops
field: an area without trees or bushes
landscape: natural scenery
features: characteristics
lava: volcanic rock
shore: the edge of a beach
peak: top of a mountain
drizzle: light rain
hill: a rise in elevation that is smaller than a
mountain
humidity: moisture in the atmosphere

6

7

Study the photograph below and decide if the following
statements are true or false.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The water falls through a crack in a mountain of rock.
There is a mouse in this picture.
This is a very dry place.
Between the field and the waterfall there is a line of
green trees.
There is a deer in a grassy field.
The water in the waterfall is muddy and brown.
In this picture there are rocky cliffs that look
impossible to climb.
This photograph shows an urban landscape.

Activity

In one or two paragraphs, describe what you see in this
photograph. Make sure to observe natural features in the picture.
Natural features can include vegetation, the relative height of the
volcanoes, the surrounding topography, etc. Imagine that you are
describing this place to somebody who has never seen it.

Hands on! 2C
Every time you buy a product made outside of your country, you are participating in international trade. It is a
fact of the modern world that countries depend on one another to move goods and services. This is part of a
process that has been called “globalization”. For the second part of the project, make a list of ten items in your
home that are made outside of El Salvador. In your list, describe the item and write down the country where
the product was made.
Be creative, your list can include hand cream made in Mexico, jeans from Pakistan, or any other product you
can find in your home with a label that says where the item was made. In addition to the list, write down some
observations that address the following questions: Are a majority of items from one country or one part of
the world? Do certain types of products come from certain countries or continents? Have you noticed any
patterns regarding the cost or quality of these products?
Glossary:
Regarding: with respect to.
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UNIT 2
Time to read
Read the following passage about a small town in El
Salvador. Look up any new words in a dictionary.

Activity

8

Answer one of the following questions in a
complete paragraph.
In Nejapa, where does the tradition of throwing
fireballs come from?
2. Do you think that the writings of historian Jorge
Lardé y Larín or the throwing of fire balls do more to
keep the memory of Nixapa alive? Why?
1.

Activity

9

Fill in the blanks to the following sentences with “who” or “that” .
1.
2.

Nejapa is a town north of San Salvador that has an
unusual tradition. Every year since 1922, the people of
Nejapa have celebrated an annual festival by throwing
fire balls. During the festival, now known as Youth Day,
rags tied with wire are soaked in gasoline, lit on fire, and
thrown between the participants.
Many families from Nejapa are descendants of people
who lived in the town of Nixapa. Nixapa was buried in
1658 when the El Playón Volcano erupted. The volcano
covered Nixapa in lava leaving no evidence of the former
town. According to the historian Jorge Lardé y Larín,
when El Playón erupted, lava surrounded the town and
left only one route for the people to escape before the
town was completely covered in lava.
The El Playón Volcano is no longer considered
dangerous but its eruption is not forgotten. The event
that covered Nixapa in lava over 350 years ago is
remembered in Nejapa on Youth Day every August 31st.

Glossary:
Rags: old clothes or pieces of clothes.
Tradition: an activity that is always observed on special occasions.
Wire: a piece similar to string.

3.
4.
5.

Jorge Lardé y Larín is a historian __ wrote about the
history of Nixapa.
Nixapa was a town __ was covered in lava.
El Playón is a volcano __ erupted in 1658.
On August 31st, Youth Day is celebrated in Nejapa
by young people __ throw balls of fire at each other.
Throwing fire balls is a tradition __ began in Nejapa
in 1922.

Activity

10

Put the following events in the correct order.
__ The El Playón Volcano erupted in 1658 covering
Nixapa in lava.
__ 350 years after the eruption of El Playón, the
volcano is no longer considered dangerous.
__ In 1922, the people of Nejapa held their first annual
celebration throwing balls of fire.
__ People lived in the town of Nixapa, which was
located northwest of San Salvador.

Soak: to saturate with water.
Bury: to cover with earth.
No longer: not anymore.
Commemorate: to honor or remember something.
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Conversation and more
Listen to and read the following conversation. Look up
any new words in a dictionary.
A:
B:
A:
B:

A:
B:

Betty, I like that shirt you’re wearing. Is it new?
Thanks, Anne, it’s new for me. I bought it at the
second hand store.
Really? Do they have a lot of nice clothes there?
Yes, I found this shirt while I was looking for a
jacket. A lot of the items at the second hand store
are older. Many of the clothes are very retro and
everything is cheap.
Take me with you the next time you go!
Ok, I will.

What for?
The word “retro” is used in informal English to
describe new music, clothing, artwork, etc. that
is based on or previous styles. Retro is the Latin
prefix meaning “backwards” or “in the past”. This
Latin prefix can be found in English words such
as “retrospective” (nostalgic) and “retrofit” (to
apply new technology to an older system) among
others.

Activity

11

Listen to the following paragraph and fill in the blanks
using “who” or “that”.
My older sister is the kind of person _(1)_ likes to wake
up early. She has an old alarm clock _(2)_ rings at 5:15
every morning. My sister always makes breakfast for my
dad and my older brother, _(3)_ go to work at 6:30 am.
My sister always listen to the same radio station _(4)_
plays Mexican ranchero music. I wake up every morning
listening to my sister, _(5)_ likes to sing along with
the radio.

Don’t forget!
Remember that you can use “who” only when talking
about people!
For example: A songwriter is someone who writes songs.
You can use “that” when talking about objects,
concepts, etc.
For example: Trendy is something that is fashionable.

Glossary:
Trends: are tendencies, or currents.
Trendy: fashionable.
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12

Activity

Complete the following sentences using “who”, “that”, or
“which”. You will need to invent an appropriate complement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I have a lot of homework __.
There is a woman __.
We saw two birds __.
There was a store in town __.
It was the secretary __.

Don’t forget!
Who is only used when talking about people and
which is only used when talking about things. That
can be used when talking about people or things.
Remember that that is used more often than which!

Activity

13

Complete the following sentences by filling in the blanks with
“who” or “that”.
Companies _(1)_ sell or produce products in several
countries are known as “multinational”. In El Salvador
there are many multinational companies. These are
companies _(2)_ supply our electricity, offer cell phone
service and operate grocery stores.
Nations _(3)_ are able to attract multinational
companies often benefit from the creation of jobs and
tax revenue. These companies sometimes train local
workers _(4)_ learn new skills _(5)_ can help them find
better jobs in the future.
Some multinational companies are so large that it is difficult
for local governments to enforce labor and environmental
rules. Those companies _(6)_ employ hundreds or even
thousands of workers can influence government policy.
Environmental and workers rights advocates _(7)_
criticize multinational companies often point out that
these companies discourage governments from enforcing
laws to protect the environment and workers.

Lesson core
In this lesson you have studied the difference
between who, that, and which. You have
reviewed vocabulary related to fashion and the
economy. You have considered the role that
multinational companies play in our economy
as well as your individual participation in the
global marketplace. You have scanned historical
texts for information and described natural
environmental features.

Glossary:
Revenue: income.
Advocate: works in the interest of a person or cause.
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Self evaluation
Choose the letter that best answers each question or statement.
Which of the following sentences could
be completed with the word who?
a) I have a car __ gets good mileage.
b) Some people __ a lot of books.
c) He told a story __ sound ed impossible.
d) There are police officers __ watch 		
the park at night.
Industrial production related to what
event helped end the Great Depression
in the United States?
a) the Vietnam War
b) the Second World War
c) the drug maker Eli Lily began to 		
mass produce Prozac in 1987
d) Great Brittan and Argentina went to
war over the Falkland Islands in 1982

4

Increased trade between countries is part
of a process called __.
a) crash
b) employment
c) growth
d) globalization

1. d			

2. b			

3.a			

2

3

Answers:

1

What is debt?
a) Debt is something (usually
money) that you owe to someone.
b) Debt is money that you earn.
c) Heart attacks can cause debt.
d) To debt is to not believe.

4. d

THE WTO
The World Trade Organization (WTO) was
founded in 1995. Its mission is to reduce
barriers to international trade. The WTO
includes a mechanism to settle trade
disputes between countries. The size of
the organization has grown to include
153 countries. The current negotiations
in the WTO began in the city of Doha in
2001. These negotiations, known as the
Doha Round, have faced difficulty because
developing nations and wealthy countries
have been unable to agree on new rules
related to agriculture.
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Lesson 4

Unit Two

How do they do that?
Getting started!

How does the environment affect housing?
How do I know when to use “as many” or “as much”
when making comparisons?
How are people and communities connected
through transportation?
Why do houses in cold climates have steep roofs?

Achievement indicators
I can speak clearly and articulately when making an oral presentation
about people and communities.
I can successfully find connections and sequences of events in texts
about countries and technology.

I can find information required to answer questions with data related
to the environment and its effect on different types of housing.
I can successfully recognize connections and sequences of events
from audio material.

Activity

Conversation and more
Listen to and read the conversation below. Look up any
new words in a dictionary.
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:

What is the easiest way to get to Usulután from
San Salvador?
The easiest way is to take a bus, but it is faster to go
by car.
I don’t like driving long distances. Besides, the bus
is less expensive than driving.
That’s true, and the nice part about the bus is that
your trip will be more relaxed since you won’t have
to worry about driving.
You’re right. I think that the bus would be the best
way to go.

1

The previous conversation uses several words and phrases that
compare different things. Use the words and phrases in bold
from the conversation to complete the following sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chris won the prize for the __ essay.
I always buy clothes on sale because they are __.
If you drive __ than the speed limit, you might get
a ticket.
His mom felt __ knowing that he had arrived
home safely.
I think that email is the __ way to keep in touch
with people overseas.

Glossary:
Overseas: out of the country.
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Time to read
Read the following passage about houses. Look up any
new words in a dictionary.
Houses can be found in an infinite variety of shapes, sizes,
and styles. How a house is designed and built depends
on the needs, tastes, and resources of the builder. In
El Salvador, a country that has experienced severe
deforestation, houses built of wood are rare. In areas
where wood is available and affordable, wooden homes
are very common.
Another important factor that determines how a house
is built is the surrounding environment. In northern
climates, houses are designed with insulation to stay
warm during the cold winter months. Windows and
doors are made to seal tightly to retain heat in the winter.
Roofs also have a steep slant to avoid collecting large
amounts of snow.

Activity

2

Answer the following questions about the passage in your
own words.
1.

Why are wooden homes less common in
El Salvador?

2.

Why do people in the northern hemisphere
often orient their homes toward the south?

3.

Why do homes in regions that receive snow have
steep roofs?

4.

Why are homes in cold climates designed
with insulation?

The part of the earth closest to the sun is always in the
tropics. For that reason, houses in extreme northern or
southern latitudes often orient their homes towards the
tropics to receive more sunlight. For homes in the North
America and Europe, this means putting windows on the
South side of the house. In northern latitudes, the sun
always moves across the southern sky.

Activity

3

In El Salvador, home builders are not worried about
snowfall or lack of sunlight. There are however, some special
considerations that affect how homes are built in this country.
What are some of the conditions of the natural world that
determine how homes are designed in El Salvador?

Glossary:
Latitude: how far north or south something is and is the measured distance from
the equator.
Longitude: how far east or west something is.
Insulation: material used to retain warmth or to keep warmth out.
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Roof: the top of a house.
Slant: the tilt or steepness.
Toward: in the direction of.
Design: plan.
Affordable: not too expensive.

UNIT 2
Language in use
Comparing and contrasting people, facts,
and technological advances
When making comparisons, it is important to distinguish
between nouns that can be counted and those that cannot.
The examples below show the differences in comparing
things that can and cannot be counted.
more
the
discoveries than in
past.
fewer
as many
This year
last year.
we have just as few vacation days as
Scientists
are making

“Discoveries” and “vacation days” can be counted.

5

Activity
Fill in the blanks using the words given below.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

fewer

as few

as many

less

more

My car burns __ oil than it used to. I need to fix the
engine.
There aren’t __ wild deer as there used to be.
There is __ rainforest than there used to be.
She is eating __ calories as possible.
There are __ rooms in the new house than in the
old one. The new house is much smaller.

more
Some
access to
people have less
technology than others.
as much
Emily has
education as
George does.
as little

“Access to technology” and “education” cannot be counted.

4

Activity

In the following sentences you will practice making
comparisons. Decide if the item you are comparing can be
counted or cannot be counted. Fill in the blanks using one of
the words in parenthesis.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

There were __ people in my class this year than
there were last year. (less, fewer)
I have __ free time now than I did when I was
working. (more, fewer)
I try to eat __ fat as possible. (as little, fewer)
Having a good education gives people __
opportunities. (more, less)
There is __ internet traffic now than there used to
be. (more, as few)
I am not taking __ classes now as I did last year. (as

Don’t forget!
When comparing or contrasting things like “experience”
or “skills”, you will need to differentiate between nouns
that can be counted (skills) and nouns that cannot be
counted (experience).
Examples:

Jack has as much experience as Henry.
Jack has as many skills as Henry.

many, as little)
7.

Small cars use __ gasoline than large cars.

(fewer, less)
8.

New efficient refrigerators use __ electricity than
the older models. (fewer, less)
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6

Activity

Activity
Choose the letter that best completes each sentence.

Listen to the following sentences and fill in the blanks
with the words given below.
money

trees

funding

job opportunities

garbage

air pollution

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Using ceramic plates produces less __ than using
paper plates.
This year the foundation received less __ than
last year.
Cell phone service does not cost as much __ as it
used to.
Newer cars produce less __ than older cars.
The price of wood is expensive because there are
fewer __ than there used to be.
Daniel will have many more __ when he
finishes school.
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1.

I have a few __ I’d like to show you.
A. water
B. pieces of jewelry
C. land
D. traffic

2.

There is a little bit of __ left.
A. crackers
B. pieces of cake
C. pie
D. carrots

3.

There is less __ for the new project.
A. enthusiasm
B. employees
C. participants
D. people

4.

There are many __ to get started.
A. wish
B. happy
C. excitement
D. ways

5.

She has as much __ as ever.
A. pizzas in the oven
B. hope for the future
C. books to read
D. kids to feed

6.

We brought as many __ as possible.
A. juice
B. yogurt
C. granola
D. sandwiches

7

UNIT 2
Enrich your vocabulary
The following are forms of transportation that reduce air
pollution. If we hope to reduce air pollution, we will need
more of these types of transportation in the future.

These women are riding bikes in Amsterdam, Holland.
These people are walking in Manhattan, New York.

This monorail train runs in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
This subway runs in Caracas, Venezuela.

Activity

8

El Salvador’s cities use buses and pickup trucks as the only
form of public transportation. Do you think that a train or
a subway would help make transportation in El Salvador’s
largest cities more efficient? Would this be helpful? Do you
think it is possible?
This is one of the many urban bus routes in San Salvador.

Explain your answer in one complete paragraph. After
writing, read your paragraph out loud.
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Time to read
Read the following passage. Look up any new words in
the dictionary.
Transportation is much more than just getting from
point A to point B. It is the network that connects our
workplaces, our homes, and our schools. Transportation
links communities and provides mobility to people
and goods.
In El Salvador, busses reach almost every corner of the
country. Buses are a form of public transportation that
people depend on in their daily lives. We depend on
public transportation to keep communities connected
and provide people with easy access to their homes, jobs,
and schools.

Answer the questions below in your own words.
Summarize the previous passage in one or
two sentences.
2. What is your primary form of transportation?
3. If the busses stopped running for one month, how
do you think that your life would be affected?
1.

Activity

		

Answer:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Transportation connects people in neighboring
communities the same way that it connects people
in neighboring countries and even continents. In this
unit we have looked at how different countries are
connected through migration, cultural celebrations
and commerce. For this next part of the project, write a
paragraphs describing how El Salvador is linked to the
outside world through transportation.
Your transportation can focus on transportation over
land, sea or air. Is El Salvador an important destination
in the movement of people and goods because of its
geographic location? Does El Salvador have any special
infrastructure related to global transportation?
Glossary:
Link: to connect
Depend on: to need
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10

Knowing how to ask questions is very important for gathering
information. In this activity you will invent appropriate questions
asking for the information provided. Follow the example.

Example:

Hands on! 2D

9

Activity

5.

The CD, or compact disk, was 		
invented in 1982.
When was the CD invented?

The mobile phone or cell phone is the most
common electronic device in the world.
Most Lapis Lazuli comes from Afghanistan, the same
place where it has been mined for thousands of years.
Rubber use to come from rubber trees but now it is
usually produced synthetically.
Soul music is a combination of gospel music
and rhythm-and-blues. It is a musical genre that
originated in the United States.
Houses in cold parts of Europe and North America
have steep roofs because of the snow. If snow were
allowed to collect on the roof of a house, it could
become very heavy and damage the roof.

What for?
The United States Environmental Protection
Agency reported that in 2006, cars and light trucks
produced almost two thirds (66%) of air pollution
from the transportation sector. This means that
all the busses, airplanes, freight trucks and boats
combined only produced half of the air pollution
that was produced by cars and light trucks.

UNIT 2

11

Activity

Each of the pictures below corresponds to one of the questions.
Identify the question that looks for the information in the picture.

12

Activity

Review the following vocabulary words based on fashion and
taste. Complete each of the sentences using the words given below.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

classical

sports

old-fashioned

rags

retro

My parents are very __. My Dad says that women
should not have to work outside of the home.
The new store on Main Street sells clothes that are very
__. They look like clothes from the 1970s or ‘80s.
I use my old clothes as __ for cleaning.
Even though I don’t know much about Mozart or
Beethoven, I enjoy listening to __ music.
He wants to buy a __ car but the problem is that
they burn a lot of gas and you can’t fit much
stuff inside.

Activity

13

Listen to the following comparisons and fill in the 		
blanks with the missing words.
Homes in the tropics need __ insulation __
homes in cold climates.
2. There are __ wild animals in El Salvador __ there
used to be.
3. Trains do not produce __ pollution __ cars
and trucks.
4. There are __ ways that public transportation can
be improved.
1.

Lesson core

What gate is my flight to Mexico City leaving from?
B. Where is this bus going?
C. What time will we get to Brooklyn?
D. How much is a round trip ticket?
A.

In this lesson you have discussed how people
and communities stay connected through
transportation. You have studied the difference
between nouns that can and cannot be counted
and their use in making comparisons. You have
studied vocabulary related to housing and considered
how the enviroment affects our housing choices. You
have practiced summarizing and identifying specific
information in both written and listening exercises.
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UNIT 2

Self evaluation
Choose the letter that best answers each question or statement.
Which of the following methods of
transportation creates the most
air pollution?
a) train
b) walking
c) subway
d) car and light trucks

4

For people living in the northern
hemisphere, the sun always moves
across the ___.
a) southern sky
b) western sky
c) northern sky
d) eastern sky

2. c			

Which of the following words is a
mass noun?
a) computer
b) dictionary
c) soup
d) scientist

There is __ water left for drinking.
a) a few
b) not much
c) many
d) not many

1. d			

3.b			

2

3

Answers:

1

4. a

THE SILK ROADS

The Silk Roads are the ancient trade routes used
to carry goods between China and the Middle
East. The Mediterranean Sea permitted trade
between Europe, Africa, and the Middle East.
The Silk Roads provided a connection between
the Far East and the commercial activity in the
Mediterranean. International trade has been
happening between countries and continents for
thousands of years.
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Lesson 5

Unit Two

How does technology
connect us?

Getting started!

What are some of the the advantages of wireless
technology?

What are comparative and superlative adjectives?
How does technology improve access to information?
How does new technology improve communication?
Achievement indicators
I can compare and contrast people and technological advances with
grammatical accuracy and coherence.
I can use correct grammatical construction when summarizing.

I can infer and predict outcomes as a reading strategy to assist
in comprehension.

Conversation and more
Listen to and read the conversation below. Look up any
new words in a dictionary.
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:

B:

Last night I used the computer to speak with my
uncle who lives in Mexico.
You used the computer? How did you do that, Alex?
I have a headset with a microphone. I called him
over the internet using a program that
I downloaded.
Why didn’t you just call him on the phone?
Because with the computer it is less expensive and
the quality is as good as the telephone.
My cousins all live in the United States. Maybe I’ll
try calling them using the computer. Can you do it
from an internet cafe?
Of course. You need to have the program installed
on the computer and have a headset. Also, you will
need to open an account. If you want, you can use
my account.
Thanks.

Activity

1

Answer the following questions based on the
previous conversation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How did Alex speak with his uncle in Mexico?
Why didn’t he just use a telephone?
Who would Emily like to call in the United States?
Why do you think that Emily asked if you can make
calls from a computer in an internet cafe?
How has Alex offered to help Emily?

Glossary:
Download: to copy onto a computer.
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UNIT 2
Language in use
A review of comparative and
superlative adjectives
Comparative adjectives compare a quality between
two objects.
Superlative adjective show that an object has the most or
least amount of a certain quality between three or
more objects.

Comparative adjectives end in “-er” unless…
1. … the adjectives have two or more syllables that
do not end in “-y”. In this case, make comparisons
by using “more” or “less” before the adjective.
2. … you are making negative comparisons. In this
case use “less” before the simple adjective.

Examples: stronger, fatter, drier, less dry, luckier,
more intelligent, less preoccupied

Superlative adjectives follow “the” and end in “-est”
unless…
…the adjective has two or more syllables that do
not end in “-y”. In this case, the superlative is shown
by using “the most” or “the least” before
the adjective.

Examples: the strongest, the fattest, the driest, the

least dry, the most intelligent, the least preoccupied

Activity
Complete the sentences with the superlative form of the
adjective in parenthesis. Follow the example.

Example:

		

Answer:
		
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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2

El Pital is __ mountain in the
country. (tall)
El Pital is the tallest mountain in
the country.

This is __ book I’ve ever read. (long)
She is __ person in our class. (short)
She says that the waltz is __ dance. (graceful)
I think that __ part of the movie was when the girl
died. (sad)
I was riding a bus that played __ movie I’ve ever
seen. (scary)
Today was __ day so far this year. (windy)
This is __ homework assignment I’ve ever been
given. (difficult)
My old bulldog was __ animal you’ve ever seen. (ugly)

UNIT 2

3

Activity

Change these sentences to use the negative form of the
comparative or superlative adjective. Follow the example.

Example:
Answer:

Margaret is healthier than most people.
Margaret is less healthy than most people.

All of the houses are small, but this house is 		
the smallest.
2. The bell sounded louder than usual.
3. I get headaches more often than I used to.
4. This was the most interesting book I’ve ever read.
1.

4

Activity
Complete the following sentences using the irregular
comparative and superlative adjectives.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I felt __ after taking the medicine. (good)
My score on the test was 56 out of 100. It was __
score in the class. (bad)
La Union is __ department from San Salvador. (far)
I always have allergies but in cold weather they get
__. (bad)
Our new house is __ from town so we have to drive
more. (far)
My mother-in-law is __ cook I know. (good)

Activity

5

Choose the comparison that best completes each sentence.
Follow the example.

Example:
		

Answer:
1.
2.
3.

Don’t forget!

4.

There are a few very common adjectives that do not
follow the rules for comparatives and superlatives. The
following are three irregular adjectives that you should
memorize.

5.

Irregular adjectives

Simple Adjective
good
bad
fun

6.

In El Salvador, tennis is (more 		
popular/less popular) than soccer.
less popular

He was (fatter/less fat) after going on a diet.
Computers are (more expensive/less expensive)
than cell phones.
It is (faster/less fast) to send a message by email
than by regular mail.
Comedians tell (funnier/less funny) jokes than
news reporters.
Playing soccer is (more exciting/less exciting) than
watching it on TV.
Crackers are (sweeter/less sweet) than cookies.

What for?
Comparative Superlative
better
the best
worse
the worst
more fun
the most fun

The word “than” is used when making comparisons.
Janet is taller than her sister. Don’t confuse “than”
with “then”. “Then”means next, in that case, etc.
“Than” is only used for making comparisons.
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UNIT 2
Enrich your vocabulary
Study the following words that are related to technology.
digital: relating to computers and electronic data
broadband: capacity to move large amounts of
digital information, a fast internet connection
satellite: an object that orbits the earth
site (website): a site is a place, a website is a place in
the world wide web
press release: a document released to provide
information to the media or interested people
broadcast: to distribute, a television station
broadcasts its signal
copyright: the protection given to an author,
designer, etc. that prevents others from copying his
work. It is similar to the patent
archive: a place where information is stored, this
word can function as a verb
wireless: does not need cables or wires

7

Activity

6

Decide whether the following statements about the vocabulary
above are true or false.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The copyright on a book is similar to the patent on
an invention.
To archive something is to store it for later.
Satellite is a new sugar substitute.
Many radio stations are making their programs
available over the internet.
Press releases help speed up your
internet connection.

Activity

The following are descriptions of ways that the internet
provides access to information and different points of view.
Identify which of the previous images connects with
each passage.
These places on the web offer information and
resources to people who share a comm on interest.
2. These websites show you what news is being
reported in other countries and can provide an
understanding of how events are viewed in other
parts of the world.
3. Audio and video have become available over
the internet. Many traditional television and
radio broadcasters are providing access to their
programs online.
4. Audio and video of important events, debates, press
conferences, etc. are archived on the internet and are
available to the public.
1.

A. Foreign newspapers

C. Speeches, announcements,
and events

B. Special interest sites

D. Radio and television
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UNIT 2
Time to read
Read the following article about the digital divide. Look
up any new words in a dictionary.

Activity

8

Answer the following questions by looking at and studying
the context in the previous article. You may need to infer or
predict the answers.

The term digital divide refers to the separation between
people who have access to technologies like computers
and the internet and people who do not. As the term
suggests, some people have better access to information
and communications technology than others. On one
side of the digital divide are people who have the basic
skills to use computers and the internet, and on the
other side of the divide are people who do not have basic
computer skills.
Internet access has become increasingly available
throughout the world. Until recently, internet service
was based entirely on expensive cables that were
mostly available in urban areas. Now wireless internet is
becoming increasingly available.
Cell phones brought telephone service to rural
communities that did not previously have telephone
access. This wireless technology brought phone access
without the need to invest in expensive infrastructure. In
places like these, wireless internet service will make the
internet available without the need for miles of
expensive cables.
Wireless internet service alone will not bring information
technology and internet access to more people.
Education is necessary to improve computer literacy so
that people have the skills to take advantage of the digital
resources available. Education and access to technology
are the two most important things needed to close the
digital divide.

1.

What do you think the meaning of computer
literacy is?
A. the understanding that you and your
computer share
B. the ability of your computer to correct
your spelling
C. ability to use a computer
D. a measurement of how fast you can type

2.

The third paragraph said that “wireless technology
brought phone access without the need to invest in
expensive infrastructure”. Which of the following are
examples of this “expensive infrastructure”?
A. power plants and substations
B. cables and telephone poles
C. cell phone towers and battery chargers
D. phone operators and customer
service representatives

3.

To close the digital divide, people need access to
what two things?
A. technology and education
B. cell phones and cable tv
C. education and transportation
D. computers and a cell phone

4.

Developing countries that adopt new wireless
technology may not need to invest in some
types of __.
A. education
B. new equipment
C. older computers
D. expensive infrastructure

Glossary:
Increasing: to happen more and more
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UNIT 2

Conversation and more
The internet is a powerful tool for providing up to date
information. Listen to and read the conversation between
Carla and Diana and answer the questions below.
I’m going to the gas station today to fill up the tank.
They say that the price of gas is going to go
up soon.
B: How do you know that, Carla?
A: I was reading an article on the internet this
morning. It said that the price of crude oil has gone
up a lot. They say that it will take a few days but the
price of gasoline will have to go up, too.
B: That is good to know. I should fill up my gas
tank, too.
A:

Activity

Answer the following questions about the conversation in your
own words.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hands on! 2E
Technology has brought us ways of
communicating with people that would have
been unimaginable two hundred years ago.
Messages can be sent around the world instantly.
Cellular technology has brought phone service
to remote places. In one paragraph, describe how
new technology connects different parts of the
world in new ways.
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9

Why does the price of crude oil affect the price
of gasoline?
What does Carla hope to get by filling up her gas
tank today?
Does Carla have access to secret information or
public information about oil and gasoline prices?
How do changes in the price of items far away affect
prices locally for items like gasoline?
Why might a drop in the price of corn in another
country lower the price of corn in El Salvador?

UNIT 2

10

Activity

Don’t forget!

Complete the sentences with the comparative form of the
adjective in parenthesis. Follow the example.

Example:
Answer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dogs are __ than cats. (obedient)
Dogs are more obedient than cats.

These plants look __ after you water them. (healthy)
You will be __ if you wear your seatbelt. (safe)
Now that I have paid off the debt, I’m __ about the
future. (positive)
I am always __ when it’s raining. (lazy)
His new car goes a lot __ than his old one. (fast)
A card written by hand is __ than a card bought in
the store. (thoughtful)

11

Activity

Complete the following sentences with the words given below.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Negative comparisons and superlatives use “less” or
“least” respectively.
For example:
Plastic is less strong than steel.
		
Of the two choices, plastic is the
		
least strong.

websites

broadcast

press release

satellites

Activity

12

Write sentences using the superlative form of the given
adjectives. Follow the example.

Example:
Answer:
		
rainy
close
excited
sad
5. great
1.
2.
3.
4.

sweet
This is the sweetest lemonade I have
ever tasted.

wireless

The mayor sent a __ to all the major newspapers,
explaining why he will not run for re-election next year.
New __ internet connections are becoming
common in gas stations, libraries, and offices.
The show is __ Monday through Friday at 7:00
p.m. on channel 5.
Major newspapers have created __ on the internet
where readers can find the latest news without
having to buy the newspaper.
__ orbit the earth and are used to quickly send
information around the world.

Lesson core
In this lesson you have studied how comparative
and superlative adjectives are formed from
simple adjectives and how they are used. You
have memorized irregular adjectives and
practiced using them in context. You have
learned vocabulary related to information
technology and considered the changes that
new technologies have brought. You have read
about how wireless technology has brought cell
phone service to rural areas. You have practiced
inferring and predicting outcomes from reading
and audio material.
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UNIT 2

Self evaluation
Choose the letter or letters that best answer each question or statement.

3

Which of the following words is a
comparative adjective?
a) bad
b) better
c) worse
d) best

Access to information about market
prices in neighboring countries is
important because __.
a) people like to look at numbers
b) we should care about others
c) prices in one place do not affect 		
prices in another
d) markets are interconnected

4

Which of the following words is the
opposite of “the scariest”?
a) the least scary
b) scarier
c) less scary
d) scared

1. b			

2. d			

3.b, c			

2

Communities that do not have oldfashioned telephone service have benefited
from newer technologies like __.
a) internet cafes
b) cell phone service
c) biodiesel
d) train service

Answers:

1

4. a

ONE LAPTOP PER CHILD
High tech items like digital cameras, computers and
cell phones become less expensive as newer items
arrive on the market. But for many people, owning a
computer is not possible, even if it is on sale.
To meet the need for very inexpensive
computers, researchers at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology began a program called One Laptop
Per Child. The program is working to design laptop
computers that cost $100.
In February of 2009, the government of India
announced that Indian researchers had developed a
laptop that costs less than $25. Like the One Laptop
Per Child program, these laptops are designed to be
used by students in the classroom.
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Answer Key
Lesson 2

Lesson 1
Activity 1:
Activity 2:
Activity 3:

Activity 4:

Activity 5:
Activity6:

Activity 7:
Activity 8:
Activity 9:
Activity 10:
Activity 11:

Activity 12:

1. yes 2. She would have to put her 		
daughters in day-care. 3. health care and
retirement 4. no
1. health care 2. retirement 3. income 		
4. under-the-table 5. commute 6. day-care
1. Your invitation should have been 		
brought to the party. 2. A lot of plays have
been seen by people at the old theater. 		
3. The way to get there was unknown. 		
4. The soup was eaten by all of us. 5. The
house had already been seen by Shelagh.
1. not in the passive voice 2. in the passive
voice 3. in the passive voice 4. not in the 		
passive voice 5. not in the passive voice 6.
in the passive voice
1. crashed 2. surprised 3. watched 4. played
1. Orthodox Christian 2. 1910-1925 3. 		
Ottoman Empire 4. When Palestinians
first came to Central America, they had
Ottoman passports. The term Turk is not
correct. 5. Istanbul 6. C
2, 4, 1, 5, 3
1. immigrants 2. population 3. majority 		
4. rights 5. deported 6. strongest
1. False 2. False 3. True 4. True
Answers may vary.
1. I was told to get a work permit. 2. All 		
of the tickets have been sold. 3. All of the
money was spent on computer 		
equipment. 4. We are expected to arrive
on time. 5. You have been shown the 		
training video.
1. Why have we been stopped by the 		
police? 2. What time was he asked to go
home? 3. When were they seen 		
walking home? 4. Why was my idea 		
copied 5. After how many days was the 		
work finished?

Activity 1:
Activity 2:
Activity 3:
Activity 4:
Activity 5:
Activity 6:

Activity 7:

Activity 8:

Activity 9:
Activity 10:
Activity 11:

Activity 12:
Activity 13:
Activity 14:

Answers may vary.
1. Halloween 2. St. Patrick’s Day 		
3. Christmas
Answers may vary.
1. True 2. False 3. True 4. True 5. False
1. when 2. While 3. while 4. When 		
5. when 6. while 7. When
1. While Jim was exercising he had a 		
heart attack. 2. I found your watch while
I was cleaning the house 3. We felt 		
an earthquake while we were waiting 		
in line at the post office. 4. I learned a lot
about kids while I was working at the 		
orphanage. 5. While you were taking 		
a shower your mom called.
1. we were waiting for the bus 2. I was 		
in town 3. it was raining 4. we were taking
a walk 5. Roger was driving on the 		
highway 6. we were leaving the house
1. It is celebrated on the fourth of July. 		
2. It is usually hot. 3. They sit on blankets
and snack. 4. They were fighting British
soldiers. 5. They declared independence
from Great Britain.
Answers may vary.
1. when 2. while 3. when 4. while
1. Her cell phone must be turned off.
2. My TV must be on at least six hours a
day. 3. He must be on a diet. 4. The oven
must not be hot enough. 5. It must be 		
dangerous to swim here.
1. A 2. C 3. B 4. C
1. when 2. while 3. While 4. when 		
5. When 6. While 7. When
1. We arrived while Marco was calling 		
the tow truck. 2. I saw Sarah while I was
waiting in line to pay the electric bill. 		
3. You called while I was at the bus 		
stop. 4. Everyone was working when the
boss came in to speak with us. 5. When
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Answer Key
Activity 15:

I got my first job, I was in high school. 		
6. We were leaving when it began to rain.
Answers may vary.

Activity 10:

Lesson 3
Activity 1:

Activity 2:
Activity 3:
Activity 4:
Activity 5:
Activity 6:
Activity 7:
Activity 8:
Activity 9:
Activity 10:
Activity 11:
Activity 12:
Activity 13:

1. a wedding 2. it’s old- fashioned and 		
not a good color 3. because everyone 		
will be looking at the bride 			
4. a seamstress 5. Does not say
1. depression 2. crashed 3. fails 		
4. unemployed 5. stock market 6. debt
1. 1929 2. Franklin Roosevelt 			
3. through the radio 4. the Second 		
World War
1. that sleeps 2. that have 3. who make 		
4. that are 5. that taught 6. that shows
Answers may vary.
Answers may vary.
1. True 2. False 3. False 4. True 5. False 		
6. False 7. True 8. False
Answers may vary.
1. who 2. that 3. that 4. who 5. that
1, 4, 3, 2
1. who 2. that 3. who 4. that 5. who
Answers may vary.
1. that 2. that 3. that 4. who 5. that 6. that
7. who

Lesson 4
Activity 1:
Activity 2:
Activity 3:
Activity 4:
Activity 5:
Activity 6:
Activity 7:
Activity 8:
Activity 9:

1. best 2. less expensive 3. faster 4. more
relaxed 5. best
Answers may vary.
Answers may vary.
1. fewer 2. more 3. as little 4. more 		
5. more 6. as many 7. less 8. less
1. more 2. as many 3. less 4. as few 		
5. fewer
1. garbage 2. funding 3. money 4. air 		
pollution 5. trees 6. job opportunities
1. B 2. C 3. A 4. D 5. B 6. D
Answers may vary.
Answers may vary.
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Activity 11:
Activity 12:
Activity 13:

1. What is the most common electronic 		
device in the world? 2. Where does Lapis
Lazuli come from? 3. Where does rubber
come from? 4. What is soulmusic? 		
5. Why do some houses in North 		
America and Europe have steep roofs?
1. C 2. D. 3. A 4. B
1. old-fashioned 2. retro 3. rags 		
4. classical 5. sports
1. more, than 2. fewer, than 3. as much, as
4. many

Lesson 5
Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

Activity 4:
Activity 5:
Activity 6:
Activity 7:
Activity 8:
Activity 9:
Activity 10:
Activity 11:
Activity 12:

1. with the computer 2. the computer 		
was less expensive 3. her cousins in 		
the United States 4. Maybe Emily does 		
not have a computer. 5. Alex offered to 		
let Emily use his account.
1. the longest 2. the shortest 3. the most
graceful 4.the saddest 5. the scariest 		
6. the windiest 7. the most difficult 		
8. the ugliest
1. All of the houses are small, but this 		
house is the least small. 2. The bell 		
sounded less loud than usual. 3. I get 		
headaches less often than I used to. 		
4. This was the least interesting book 		
I’ve ever read.
1. better 2. the worst 3. the farthest 		
4. worse 5. farther 6. the best
1. less fat 2. more expensive 3. faster 		
4. funnier 5. more exciting 6. less sweet
1. true 2. true 3. false 4. true 5. false
1. B 2. A 3. D 4. C
1. C 2. B 3. A 4. D
Answers may vary.
1. healthier 2. safer 3. more positive 		
4. lazier 5. faster 6. more thoughtful
1. press release 2. wireless 3. broadcast 		
4. websites 5. satellites
Answers may vary.

Hands on!
“Global connections”
Purpose
For the unit 2 final project, you will write a three paragraph essay about a foreign country of your choice. Examine
how this country participates in the global community. Your essay can focus on any topic that has been discussed in
this unit such as immigration, culture, history, economy, technology, etc.

Theory and practice
In many ways, all countries are members of a global community. As you prepare to write your essay, consider how
the country you are studying has benefited from international connections in the areas such as culture, migration,
commerce, transportation and technology.

Development
What is the most important thing that you want to say in your essay? The answer to this question should appear at
the very beginning of your essay. The first paragraph should serve as an introduction. In this section you can simply
write what you think are the most important things about your topic.
In the second paragraph, describe your main point in greater detail. Give evidence to support your opinions. This
part is called the body of the essay.

Wrap up
In the third paragraph, you will wrap up your essay. Summarize the points made in the body of the essay. Say how
these points support the statement you made in the opening paragraph. Make sure that you explain how this
country benefits from its international connections.
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Resources
For more information about Jose Ramirez and the complete interview:
http://www.inmotionmagazine.com/jr/joseram1.html

For more information about Palestinian immigration into El Salvador:
A Century of Palestinian Immigration into Central America: A study of their economic and cultural contributions.
by Roberto Marín-Guzmán.

For more on the United nations and UNESCO:
http://whc.unesco.org/en/about/

For more information about the eruption of El Playón Volcano:
http://archive.laprensa.com.sv/20040829/dominical/dominical4.asp

For the full article on the digital divide:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Global_Digital_Divide1.png

For demographic information related to Latinos in the United States:
http://pewhispanic.org/

To listen to the complete story on immigration in Italy visit:
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=99255579

To listen to English language radio:
The Canadian Broadcasting Centre (CBC)
http://www.cbc.ca/
National Public Radio (NPR)
www.npr.org
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)
www.bbc.co.uk
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